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Quantus® Standard

Quantus® Standard is a breathable, high-quality poly-
ester fabric, especially designed to meet the high re-
quirements of critical cleanroom class 100 (ISO 5). In
combination with Quantus® Underwear the garment
can also be used for cleanroom class ISO class 3 - 4.
The fabrics most convincing characteristics are the
high wearing comfort, the long-life cycle and the per-
manent microbial finish.

Available colors: white, lightblue, green

white lightblue green 

Quantus® Comfort

Due to its unique fabric structure Quantus® Comfort
is our highest quality polyester fabric, designed for cri-
tical cleanroom applications. 
Based on the fabric structure you benefit from both, a
very high wearing comfort and at the same time a
better barrier against particles (smaller pore size). In
combination with Quantus® Underwear, the garment
can also be used for cleanroom class ISO 3 - 4. In ad-
dition, it has a permanent anti-microbial finish and
will persuade you by its soft grip.

Available colors: white, lightblue

Quantus® Protect

Quantus® Protect is a fabric for use in cleanroom and
critical areas, where a Teflon-finish is required as pro-
tective function towards liquids (splash protection).
The fabric has a very good tensile strength, is durable
and offers excellent wearing comfort.

Available colors: white, lightblue                          

white lightblue 

white lightblue
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Quantus® Protect Xtra

Quantus® Protect Xtra is a further development based
on our Protect fabric especially designed for use in cri-
tical areas (e.g. operating rooms, sterile environments).
Due to the Teflon-finish, you benefit from a very good
splash protection against liquids and other contami-
nation. The fabric has a good tensile strength and
very good resistance to microbial penetration.

Available colors: white, lightblue, teal

white lightblue teal 

Quantus® Control

Quantus® Control is an innovative, highly breathable
polyester fabric especially designed to meet the requi-
rements in controlled production environments. The
fabrics most convincing characteristics are its excellent
tensile strength and durability. In addition, it features
a durable antimicrobial finish and Teflon coating
(splash protection). We recommend the fabric for use
in controlled hygiene areas and controlled environ-
ments. In combination with Quantus® Underwear, the
garment can also be used for cleanroom class ISO 5.

Available colors: white, ceil blue, yet dye green

Quantus® AreaDress

Quantus® AreaDress is a further development of our
Underwear (Standard) and can also be used as usual
cleanroom garment (opaque). We recommend the
use in controlled production environments. The poly-
ester fabric is extremely breathable, and has a good
splash protection against liquids due to its Teflon-finish.

Color: white, further colors upon request

white ceil blue yet dye 
green

white 
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Quantus® Underwear Standard

The fabric Underwear Standard is a breathable, high-
quality polyester microfiber material with carbon. The
fabric was specifically developed for use as underwear
in combination with a cleanroom coverall. It has a
very soft grip and great wearing comfort. Another
special feature is the permanent antimicrobial finish.
We recommend to wear this underwear underneath
your usual disposable clothing (e.g. Tyvek®, polypro-
pylene). It serves as pre-filter to allow open-pore-fa-
bric to be used in a higher cleanroom class.  

Available colors: blue – as well in grey and white avai-
lable

blue

Quantus® Underwear Standard

T-Shirt. Hard-wearing and keenly low-maintenance
function wear (Jersey). PES inside/Cotton outside.

white 
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